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General Information
Often research done by undergraduates goes unpublished; this research may be done to fulfill a thesis requirement or merely to participate in research, but the fact remains that this work goes unreported. Impulse is in the process of changing that situation. Modeled after MARSci (marsci.schc.sc.edu), an undergraduate publication in the Marine Sciences, Impulse promises to be the first online, undergraduate, international, and inter-institutional journal for the Neurosciences. The entire review process from submission of the abstract to publication of each issue will be done electronically. This promises to bring to light work that undergraduates do in the neurosciences, while giving these future neuroscientists valuable experience in the writing and publishing aspects of science that they rarely receive.
Supported by the South Carolina Honors College.

Timeline
January 2003 Idea conceptualized by L.S. Jones (SCHC) and introduced to M. Wilkinson
Late January 2003 M. Wilkinson recruits editorial board and weekly meetings begin
February-May 2003 National and International Peer Reviewers recruited; Impulse logo designed; website design begun; process for online journal submission created, including ethical and moral guidelines
July 1, 2003 Opening of submissions for first issue
October 1, 2003 Closing of submissions for first journal issue
January 1, 2004 First to be Issue Published
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